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About This Game

Gauge is an experimental and minimalistic sport game.
The end does exist, can you reach it?

-----

- 5 game modes (Normal, Baby, Hard, Time, Touch)
- 23 Steam achievements

- Tons of Psychedelic effects
- Electronic music, jokes and LOLcats

-----

Read before playing:
A very small percentage of individuals may experience epileptic seizures when exposed to certain light patterns or flashing

lights. If you, or anyone in your family, have an epileptic condition, consult your physician prior to playing.
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YOU TAKE many and give nothing!! bad graphics all your game stille the same. no future progress
i bought all your last game ! not any more ! you can see truck simolator ..or fsx simolator this i will
call good graphics for game for 2016 but you still in year 1980. think about this and atart make
future progres .. So much fun.. Another stupid easy game.

5/10

ez 100%. All the game issues still exist for so many years and koei never do something, so what can we do?. This game is
amazing!
. I'm really, really torn. On the one hand, I had fun most of the time. On the other, I was frequently frustrated by the translation.
(Remember that "All your base are belong to us" meme? Yeah.) Here's an example I wrote down: the daughter has finished
working as a maid at the palace for the first time, and been dismissed for the day by the young man in charge of overseeing the
housekeeping staff. The daughter says to herself, "Palace is quite magnificent! I can't help but to admire it. But, the consul is
quite ill-tempered.. I wonder if she would be able to ever marry someone like that?"
If that sort of Engrish doesn't bother you, then I can recommend the game to you. And if Gainax ever releases a translation
patch to reduce errors like they did with Princess Maker Refine, I will definitely change my review to "recommend."
Written in August of 2018.
. you dont get the s-bahn. Unchecked cheating allows anyone playing this game, (a multiplayer game with skill-based pvp as one
of its primary focuses) to be invincible, have un-obtainable stats, or do whatever they want. Until its fixed, even though i
honestly love this game, and have sunk MANY hours into it, i can't recommend anyone buy it. the Devs don't seem to care, and
have known about these issues for months now, and have done nothing.

I will change my review when they get off there a**es and actually put some time and energy into the game they claim to care
about.

(PS. for those who HAVE played this game, and know about the inner workings a bit, i am a long time Fuel Rat, max rank in
fed\/imp, and nearly triple elite. I am not a novice player in anyway, i am just fed up with the Devs not giving a damn about
their product.. This game is great, if you can get it to work. As you've probably heard many times before this game was not
ported correctly and GFWL is no longer supported. Buy a pre-owned xbox 360 or ps3 with gta 4 and I guarantee you will have a
blast. :). charming graphics
+ great soundtrack
+ basically every tree and stone can be interacted with

- not enough content, lots and lots of open space
- hardly anything worth (!) interacting with
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- coding issues: Trying to get the second ending resulted in the "best" ending, as the game assumed that I did things that I didn't
do (pickaxe route, but I got treated as if I took the key route, i.e. interfering with the globe)
- the first ending's escape section is tedious and almost made me give up

Recommended? Yes, but barely, and only on sale.
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It was a really fun game, the first RPG Maker game I've played, 4/5 for this game, I would just like to say it lacks in story focus,
there is no over arching story, and for a JRPG fan I think that would be a disappointment since those type of games are usually
very story focused, this game is more side-mission based, where u do all these pointless missions to get to the ending (I wouldn't
even call it a goal, since it's not something you were striving for). Maybe my favourite one of all point-and-click games. I like
the plot and the characters, also the graphics are nice. I especially like the character portraits on the interrogation screens.

I don't have a much to complain. Only that the Steam overlay didn't work properly and was laggy (maybe because of DosBox),
but at least the game itself works properly so I didn't mind it that much.
Also it has been mentioned before that the game suffers from some kind of a speed bug or something which causes the game to
run too fast and some timed puzzles can be undoable because of that. Luckily people here in Steam had put some info about
how to fix it and it was quite easy to do so my gaming experience didn't suffer from that at all.. Please more Kenny Wayne
Shepherd songs. amazing game with wonderful gameplay. i love it.
FATAL ERROR in
action number 1
of Alarm Event for alarm 0
for object menu:

global variable adapt2(100009, -2147483648) not set before reading it.
at gml_Object_menu_Alarm_0
############################################################################################
this happens everytime i play the game please fix. I used to play Clutch when I was a child. I have reinstalled this game recently-
it appealed to me. Let me present you my short review:

Gameplay:
Zombies included. Cars included. There should be more enemies on the map to make a real slaughterhouse.

Graphics:
The game looks quite nice- partly destructible environment, zombies can be dismembered in a variety of ways. Heads-up display
is nasty in my opinion- too many indicators on the screen.

Soundtrack:
Pleasant music, but slaughtered zombies scream like normal people.

This game is worth buying: it can provide you with lots of fun- this mix of zombie slaughter and racing is really entertaining..
The game is just "okay". The dialogue is awkward, and the storyline seems like a large percentage of it is ripped off from The
Dig, Futerama, and various other popular references. Some of the pointing "puzzles" are obtuse, but most make sense, although
none are particularly clever. It's a short quick game, it's alright for a few hours of some point and click fulfilment.. Thumbs up!
goo job. A thrilling, challenging adventure depicting the Exodus of the chosen Zoombini people from their slavery by the
Bloats.
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